''But you disregard the lifestyle of the patients. One enjoyed his liquor quite a lot, the other is a teetotaller. So …'' Sarah hasn't said a word. She feels as if she is riding on the merry-go-round of arguments she has all heard before, though in different forms. This will get us nowhere, she thinks. Why not toss a coin and go for the justice of arbitrariness? ''I propose we call Gordon McIntyre.'' Just mentioning the name of the ethicist silences those present. But does silence mean agreement?
McIntyre and his colleague Sven Kremer head the Advisory Board on Medical Ethics. Where McIntyre is an almost godsend ethicist-especially in his own view-Kremer is quite the opposite. Do opposites attract? One will never know for sure. McIntyre hasn't even heard of the word doubt. Poor Sven … He is still working on what is to become The medical ethics bible. Ten years and three sabbaticals have been devoted to the book already, and probably at least 10 more to go. Sven is a pro-andcon-person. You think you understand what he advises and then he goes and undermines all his own arguments and turns them upside down. Confusion is his main product. ''Thank heavens he is not a doctor,'' a doctor once whispered during a lecture. ''He'd be paralysed when it comes to deciding.'' ''I sort of like it,'' says Sarah, ''it makes you think for yourself, no pretence of ethical truth, helping you to sort things out by making it more difficult.'' One colleague objects: ''I'd rather have … you know … a clear-cut utilitarian, or a clear-cut autonomy-adept, or a fourprinciples guru as far as I'm concerned. You know where they stand. This view from nowhere gets us nowhere.'' ''Yes, but that doesn't mean they're right. And besides, I like the impartiality Sven tries to demonstrate, radiate.'' ''Pff, well … I'm paid to know my medical developments, they're paid to know their ethical stuff. I'd rather they tell me what to do, like I tell them what therapy they need.'' ''It is a different kind of expertise my friend.'' Pauses. ''At least they say it is.'' A few rooms down the hall at least one liver is safe, deeply hidden under the paunch of … ''… Mrs Robinson, good morning. Do you want a cup of tea?'' Mrs Robinson reacts imperturbably: ''I want a proper breakfast! Get me a plate, and make it a decent one: sausages, bacon and a lot of eggs.'' Jake: ''I'm sorry, but you have just had surgery and you should be careful. I can get you a biscuit if you like.'' Angrily: ''Young man, I want to eat. I'm hungry. This is my body. My choice. If I want to eat, I'll eat …'' ''Has the doctor spoken to you about the relation between overweight and your gall bladder problems? What did she say?'' Mrs Robinson: ''She said I was supposed to lose at least 40 pounds and that I should start now, using the opportunity of the hospital stay. But I told her I've tried a thousand times to lose weight … name me a diet and I've tried it. I've decided that enough is enough. This is the way I am. My mother was like this, my sister is like this, probably my children will grow up like this. No use torturing yourself with a diet knowing you'll gain weight again.'' Jake, sprightly: ''Some manage …'' ''Good for them. I don't. The only thing I could do is bariatric surgery, and I don't think that that is an option. It's not that I enjoy my stay here so much that I'd volunteer for another operation.'' Jake, tenaciously: ''Mrs Robinson, this conversation is getting a little strange. Has the doctor discussed the risks of obesity with you?'' Eyewitness in Erewhon Academic Hospital 
